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QUESTION 1

A user saves a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation that has a SAS Stored Process in it. The user then emails the
presentation to a co-worker who also has the SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office. When the coworker opens the
PowerPoint presentation, what happens to the stored process output? 

A. The output does not display. 

B. The output is static. 

C. The output can be refreshed. 

D. A prompt appears asking if the co-worker wants to refresh the stored process. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

In SAS Information Map Studio, how are cascading prompts created? 

A. Create a compound filter with prompts and establishdependencies between prompts 

B. Use the cascading prompt wizard located on the tools menu 

C. Create individual filters and link them together on the relationships tab 

D. Create individual prompted filters and establish dependences betweenfiltersoption 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which language is used to query SAS OLAP Cubes? 

A. SQL 

B. OLE DB for OLAP 

C. MDX 

D. O-SQL 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit and note the error. 
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The data model for this SAS BI Dashboard has been built using a SAS Information Map. What is the reason for the
error? 

A. The SAS Information Map used as a data source does not have a measure defined. 

B. The content developer does not have the ReadMetadata permission on the SAS Information Map. 

C. The SAS Information Map was built using an OLAP Cube. 

D. The gauge type for the indicator is not correct and needs to be changed. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In order to create prompt, a content developer has created a "PromptBuilder" stored process. The developer uses this
stored process to create prompts and prompt group then save into metadata. 

A second content developer hasdecided to use some of the shared prompts stored in metadataina new stored
process.The seconddeveloperhas realized one of the shared prompt needs to point to a more recent data source.The
two developers agree the update needs to be made: 

Where should the shared prompt be updated and who can make the update? 

A. In any stored process using the shared prompt, only by an unrestricted user 

B. In the metadata location where the shared prompt is stored, only by an unrestricted user 

C. In any stored process using the shared prompt, by anyone with appropriate permissions 
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D. In the metadata location where the shared prompt is stored, by anyone with appropriate permissions 

Correct Answer: D 
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